
[20:59] <AGM_JohnG> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue 10002.12 ACTD: Errand of Mercy>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

[20:59] <EO_Harhn> @::Collecting samples from the impact crater of the planet surface::

[21:00] <XO_Wilkens> @::Standing on the planet's surface, analyzing his tricorder readings::

[21:00] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: Sir, I've discovered something interesting about this sample. The main component of that alloy is Selenium...and it's out of phase.

[21:00] <CMO_Varr> ::sets the PADD down and blinks a couple times lubricating his overdry eyes::

[21:00] <OPS_Zax> ::running diagnostics::

[21:00] <CSO_Larek> @::scanning the metal protrusions::

[21:00] <TO_Hull> ::Scanning the planets surface::

[21:00] <CNS_Luchena> ::in a TL completely out of her mind::

[21:01] <FCO_Tim> ::on the bridge and at the conn of he USS Valley Forge::

[21:01] <CTO_Castillo> @::With his phaser rifle slung over his shoulder, he's examining fragments of the ship over Harhn's shoulder::

[21:01] <EO_Harhn> @::Walks over to the XO:: XO: Sir, with your permission, I would like to get these samples back to the ship.

[21:01] <MO_daetalus> :: enters TL:: computer: Sickbay:

[21:01] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO/EO: What kind of progress have you made, regarding the impact crater and the remnants of the alien vessel?

[21:01] <CNS_Luchena> ::arrives in sickbay::

[21:01] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> ::taps Comm badge::  *CEO*  Out of phase?  Explain how this might be.

[21:02] <CNS_Luchena> ::her eyes are wild and staring::

[21:02] <CSO_Larek> @XO: This metal substance is truly fascinating, I've never seen anything like it before.

[21:02] <XO_Wilkens> @::Sighs:: EO: Very well... I'd like you to remain planet-side, though.

[21:02] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: I have no idea. Theoretically, no such alloy can exist. Maybe we should notify the away team just the same?

[21:02] <CNS_Luchena> ::her hair is mussed up::

[21:02] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO: And as to its composition, Lieutenant?

[21:02] <CMO_Varr> ::is sitting in his office, propping up his head with both hands::

[21:02] <FCO_Tim> ::on the bridge and at the conn of he USS Valley Forge::

[21:02] <OPS_Zax> ::maintaining comm signal::

[21:02] <CNS_Luchena> ::Looks around sickbay.  Can’t remember what she is looking for::

[21:02] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: Do you realize that these metal fragments were invisible to our sensors completely?

[21:02] <CEO_Jamin> ::feels a strange buzzing in his skull::

[21:03] <EO_Harhn> @XO: Aye sir.  *CEO*:Commander, do you read?

[21:03] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: Yes... Any idea as to the cause?

[21:03] <CEO_Jamin> *EO*: Right here, Harhn. What is it?

[21:03] <CMO_Varr> ::looks up briefly and sees the Counselor wandering about outside his office::  CNS: Can I help you Counselor?

[21:03] <CNS_Luchena> ::growls at CMO and backs away from him in fear::

[21:04] <EO_Harhn> @*CEO*Sir, I have some samples that need further analysis on the ship. The XO wants me to stay here, could you please transport them up?

[21:04] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: I wish I knew more of science to tell you, but can you imagine an entire armada that is completely invisible to sensors abroad, it beat out cloaking devices by miles...

[21:04] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO* Seems reasonable Commander, good work.  ::closes the channel::  COMM: XO:  Commander, we have just discovered an interesting development on the various components in the atmosphere, it seems it contains Selenium and it is out of phase.  Suggest you modify your equipment to compensate.

[21:04] <CEO_Jamin> ::nods absent-mindedly:: *EO*: I'll take care of it. Just send me the coordinates.

[21:04] <CMO_Varr> ::cocks an eyebrow at her but does nothing else, just watching her::

[21:04] <CSO_Larek> @XO: Unknown sir, even the molecular construction of the metal is completely new to me.

[21:05] <TO_Hull> ::Changes the sensors to read the Selenium with the phase variance::

[21:05] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: Obviously... ::Sighs:: We just don't have enough information! ::Frustratedly::

[21:05] <EO_Harhn> @::Downloads the coordinates of the samples to beam to the ship::

[21:05] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: heck by eons, nothing would be able to track it not even tachyon sensors. ::face shining with the idea of a ship build in this metal::

[21:05] <CNS_Luchena> ::feeling terrified::

[21:05] <CEO_Jamin> ::continues poring through the database for any explanation of this odd compound::

[21:05] <OPS_Zax> ::boosting signal relay::

[21:05] <XO_Wilkens> @::Nods, acknowledging his enthusiasm with a grim smile::

[21:05] <CEO_Jamin> ::gets that odd buzzing in his head again, and focuses on it::

[21:05] <CNS_Luchena> ::starts to hiss and spit at CMO::

[21:06] <EO_Harhn> @*CEO*Have you discovered anything else that can help us down here?

[21:06] <TO_Hull> ::With the new sensor information, Hull updates the sensor suite and locates the wreckage site::

[21:06] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _OPS: Any reply from the Away Team?

[21:06] <CMO_Varr> ::considers for a moment:: CNS: You are welcome to come in and talk about it ::motioning to the chair in front of his desk::

[21:06] <XO_Wilkens> @::Raises an eyebrow, considering the possibilities:: *CO*: Acknowledged, sir.

[21:06] <FCO_Tim> CO: Sir, I've reporting that the Valley Forge is at full power and in orbit!

[21:06] <CEO_Jamin> *EO*: Just Selenium...out of phase. Point zero four.

[21:06] <MO_daetalus> :: enters sickbay and takes his position near the medicine cabinet::

[21:06] <OPS_Zax> CO: Aye,Sir....

[21:06] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: the only question in my mind is who can keep this type of weapon from falling into the wrong hands?

[21:06] <CNS_Luchena> ::hears CMO's words, but can make no sense of them::

[21:06] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::hears the Comm:: OPS: Scratch that Lieutenant.

[21:06] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO: Please re-modulate our sensors to a configurement able to detect Selenium... Expect it to be out of phase.

[21:06] <OPS_Zax> ::nods::

[21:06] <EO_Harhn> @*CEO* Thank you sir, that just might help

[21:07] <CEO_Jamin> ::after a trivial amount of focus, sees it clearly...stark terror::

[21:07] <CNS_Luchena> ::starts to hyperventilate::

[21:07] <CEO_Jamin> ~~~~CNS: Counselor...?~~~~

[21:07] <CNS_Luchena> ::screams and falls to the floor::

[21:07] <FCO_Tim> CO: Sir, I'm reporting that the Valley Forge is at full power and all flight system operational. Do you have any orders for me sir?

[21:07] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _FCO: Lieutenant Stricker, will you be transporting the equipment to the surface anytime soon?  ::looking somewhat aggravated::

[21:07] <EO_Harhn> @::Adjust tricorder to a phase variance of point zero four::

[21:07] <XO_Wilkens> @::Awkwardly nods:: CTO: I can only pray we will not have to look for an answer to that question, Mr. Castillo.

[21:07] <CSO_Larek> @XO: Yes sir::re-modulates his tricorder::

[21:07] <CMO_Varr> ::considers sedating her, when she suddenly falls to the floor::

[21:07] <TO_Hull> _01CO: Sir, with the new information and the phase variance, the sensors are now locating what the AT already see

[21:08] <MO_daetalus> :: rushes over to the fallen CNS::

[21:08] <CNS_Luchena> ::starts pounding her head into the floor::

[21:08] <CEO_Jamin> ::beams up the samples and continues his study...all the while "listening"::

[21:08] <EO_Harhn> @::Begins to get all kinds of strange residual energy signatures::

[21:08] <CTO_Castillo> @::begins to wonder around the wreckage and around the crater for any foot prints other than the AT:: XO: aye sir.

[21:08] <CNS_Luchena> No, get out

[21:08] <CEO_Jamin> ~~~~CNS: Counselor!~~~~

[21:08] <CMO_Varr> ::jumps up, and, grabbing a hypo, sedates her::

[21:08] <OPS_Zax> ::taps the console::

[21:08] <FCO_Tim> CO: Yes sir! With a shuttlecraft, right sir?

[21:08] <EO_Harhn> @XO/CSO: Sir's, take a look at these readings

[21:08] <CNS_Luchena> ::relaxes a bit::

[21:08] <MO_daetalus> :: restrains her head banging::

[21:08] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _TO: See?  What is it they see?  ::feels like he's missing a piece of the puzzle::

[21:09] <XO_Wilkens> @::Approaches Harhn, glancing over his shoulder at his tricorder::

[21:09] <CSO_Larek> @::walks over to the EO::

[21:09] <XO_Wilkens> @EO: What is it, Ensign?

[21:09] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::nods stiffly at the FCO::

[21:09] <CMO_Varr> MO: Thanks.  Let's get her on bed one.

[21:09] <FCO_Tim> CO: Aye sir, I can do that right now!

[21:09] <EO_Harhn> @XO/CSO: I have never seen readings like these before, but they go almost off the known scales

[21:09] <FCO_Tim> <?>

[21:09] <XO_Wilkens> @::Draws his own tricorder, re-modulating it as necessary:: EO: Very curious!

[21:10] <CNS_Luchena> ::stiffens and tries to struggle, but feels numb::

[21:10] <CEO_Jamin> ::feels he should find out what's wrong with her, but knows how many lives may be at stake if he fails in his efforts::

[21:10] <CMO_Varr> ::lifts the Counselor as the MO clears the way to the bed::

[21:10] <XO_Wilkens> @EO: Analyze them immediately! I need to have something to report to the Captain!

[21:10] <CTO_Castillo> @::rejoins the XO/EO and is curious about his findings::

[21:10] <MO_daetalus> CMO: help me sir:: activates the biobed::

[21:10] <AGM_JohnG> ACTION: While walking in the wreckage, CTO Castillo, is cut on his left leg by one of the jagged edges......he begins to bleed

[21:10] <EO_Harhn> @XO/CSO: Almost like a resonance field of some kind

[21:10] <FCO_Tim> CO: Aye sir, I can do that right now?

[21:10] <CNS_Luchena> Relaxes in CMO's arms::

[21:10] <CEO_Jamin> ~~~~CNS: Luna...what's wrong?~~~~ ::feels slightly uncomfortable about the personal touch there::

[21:10] <MO_daetalus> <edit help me sir>

[21:10] <CTO_Castillo> @Self: OUCH!

[21:10] <XO_Wilkens> @EO: Would a field of this magnitude me able to disguise or even mask the readings of our ship-board sensors?

[21:11] <XO_Wilkens> <be able>

[21:11] <CNS_Luchena> ::shakes her head wildly::

[21:11] <CMO_Varr> ::Feels the Counselor relax for a moment before tensing again::

[21:11] <CTO_Castillo> @AT: I think I just hurt my self here.

[21:11] <FCO_Tim> CO: Aye sir, I can do that right now?

[21:11] <MO_daetalus> :: helps CMO put her in position on the biobed::

[21:11] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: You think you... "Hurt yourself?"

[21:11] <EO_Harhn> @XO: I suppose it is possible sir. I suggest readjusting the ship sensors to the same phase variant and see what happens!

[21:11] <CTO_Castillo> @::sits down to examine the injury to the left leg::

[21:12] <XO_Wilkens> @EO: get on it immediately, coordinate your efforts with Larek!

[21:12] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _FCO: Yes Lieutenant.  ::said coldly::

[21:12] <XO_Wilkens> <Get>

[21:12] <FCO_Tim> Thanks man

[21:12] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: I cut my leg on the fragments walking back over, I'm bleeding sir.

[21:12] <CEO_Jamin> ::decides he'll just have to talk to her later, if he can, and goes back to the displays::

[21:12] <CNS_Luchena> ::relaxes again::

[21:12] <CSO_Larek> @::looks at the XO::Like a chameleon field of some sort.

[21:12] <FCO_Tim> CO: Aye sir! ::walk into the TL::

[21:12] <XO_Wilkens> @::Approaches Castillo, curiously cocking his head:: CTO: Do you require medical assistance?

[21:12] <CMO_Varr> MO: I want you to pull her record.  I don't remember if there was anything about this in her file.  ::begins running scans with a tricorder::

[21:13] <FCO_Tim> TL: Shuttlebay!

[21:13] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO: Exactly my thinking!

[21:13] <CNS_Luchena> ::watches the CMO scan her in an oddly detached way::

[21:13] <EO_Harhn> @CSO: Sir, could you organize with the bridge to adjust the sensors to the phase variance point zero four, and I will contact the CEO with 
the latest data!

[21:13] <MO_daetalus> :: walks over to the wall computer and searches::

[21:13] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: it is just a cut yet it is bleeding, anything to patch it up?

[21:13] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::moves back to the command chair and sits drumming his fingers::  OPS: Any update from the surface?

[21:13] <FCO_Tim> ::walks off the TL in into the shuttlebay, looks for him shuttle and enters it::

[21:14] <CTO_Castillo> @Self: as if I don't have enough stretch marks and scars geez!

[21:14] <XO_Wilkens> @::Reaches across his standard-issue duty parka to his belt and removes a small medical "field-kit"::

[21:14] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: Help yourself. ::Tosses him the kit::

[21:14] <CMO_Varr> ::frowns slightly as he slowly waves the extension sensor across her forehead::

[21:14] <CEO_Jamin> ::thumbs through another hundred compounds, none of them anywhere near correct::

[21:14] <XO_Wilkens> ::Moves away and touches his badge:: *CO*: Sir, we've made a most elemental discovery!

[21:14] <CNS_Luchena> ::begins to recognize the CMO::

[21:15] <MO_daetalus> :: continues to look at the CNS's file::

[21:15] <OPS_Zax> CO: The XO is on the Com for you

[21:15] <EO_Harhn> @*CEO* Harhn to Jamin. Commander, I have some new readings 
that I cannot describe. The phase variance showed a large energy resonance field but I cannot begin to describe its origin.

[21:15] <XO_Wilkens> <@>

[21:15] <FCO_Tim> *CO* I'm preparing to launch sir and I've got all the equipment. I've also got the landing coordinates too.

[21:15] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: XO: Discovery?  Don't leave me in suspense Commander.

[21:15] <CTO_Castillo> @::catches kit and begins to apply a skin regenerator on the cut::

[21:15] <CEO_Jamin> *EO*: Where did you detect it?

[21:15] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _OPS: Clear the shuttle for launch

[21:15] <OPS_Zax> ::nods: CO: Aye,Sir

[21:16] <MO_daetalus> CMO: there is no record of these events in the Counselors files

[21:16] <AGM_JohnG> ACTION: The wound, even though superficial refuses to mend........with great effort the dermal regenerator finally closes the wound

[21:16] <EO_Harhn> @*CEO* Within the impact site and all around. It goes off the scales of my tricorder and therefore a bigger facility is needed to interpret the data!

[21:16] <CNS_Luchena> ::looks into the CMO' s eyes, silently pleading with him to help her::

[21:16] <XO_Wilkens> @*CO*: There seems to be some sort of resonance field in work here, sir, of an incredibly high phaser variance. ::Pauses:: If our calculations are correct, it could act as some sort of "chameleon" field, completely shielding our sensors from the surrounding area.

[21:16] <OPS_Zax> *FCO*: You're cleared for launch,Lt.

[21:16] <XO_Wilkens> <at work>

[21:16] <CEO_Jamin> *EO*: Understood. I'll get the sensors here on it. ::heads to a panel to do just that::

[21:17] <CTO_Castillo> @::thinks man that took me a long time, better get to sick bay when I get back on board the ship asap!::

[21:17] <CSO_Larek> @XO: The question is, what species has access to this technology

[21:17] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: Are you alright sir?

[21:17] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: XO: Any idea on how we may counter the effect?

[21:17] <XO_Wilkens> @*CO*: Which explains our failure to detect neither the alien vessel nor the impact crater.

[21:17] <FCO_Tim> *OPS* Aye Lieutenant. Tell the CO, I'm off!

[21:17] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO: No race or species I've ever heard of!

[21:17] <CEO_Jamin> ::calibrates sensors to match the resonance and the phase shift::

[21:17] <OPS_Zax> *FCO*: Aye, safe trip, Lt.

[21:18] <CTO_Castillo> @EO: I think so, the would took it's time to seal though. As if the regenerator didn't affect it at all.

[21:18] <CMO_Varr> ::frowns::  MO: Looking at this scan, it doesn't look like anything of history.  ::looks up and notices the look in the Counselors eyes::  I don't think this is physiological.  ::looks up at the MO:: I will work with her on this.

[21:18] <MO_daetalus> :: notes that the CNS was transformed into her pet in the previous mission::

[21:18] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO: Contact the ship, request assistance in cross-referencing our Biological databases for any races with this sort of "Cloaking ability."

[21:18] <FCO_Tim> ::start all pre-launch systems:: *OPS* I'll contact the ship when I reach the surface. Stricker out!

[21:18] <XO_Wilkens> <Contact>

[21:18] <CEO_Jamin> ::looks at the fresh sensor data with some surprise::

[21:18] <MO_daetalus> CMO: aye sir

[21:18] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: Hmm, that’s curios. Maybe the field has something to do with that?

[21:18] <XO_Wilkens> <cross-referencing>

[21:18] <OPS_Zax> CO: The shuttle has been cleared

[21:19] <CTO_Castillo> @CSO: is it possible to introduce the metal fragment into the body system or absorb whatever it is giving off?

[21:19] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO*: Commander Jamin, I have just received a report from Commander Wilkens.  He believes there is a resonance field which may be hampering our sensors of the area.  Do you have any ideas on how we may counter the effect?

[21:19] <CSO_Larek> @CTO: It is possible.

[21:19] <FCO_Tim> ::takes the shuttle out of the bay::

[21:19] <CTO_Castillo> @EO: what exactly did you readings show again?

[21:19] <OPS_Zax> *FCO*: Pendragon out.

[21:19] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: I've been studying it already. Sir, the wreckage is contaminating the entire atmosphere, and seems to be toxic to even the most basic life.

[21:19] <TO_Hull> _01CO: Sir, with the new variance information, I have tracked the contrail of the wreckage and formulated a course that would of brought it from uncharted space

[21:19] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::nods at Ops::  OPS: Good, I think they may need that extra equipment down there.

[21:19] <OPS_Zax> CO: The shuttle has cleared the Pendragon, Sir

[21:20] <OPS_Zax> ::nods::

[21:20] <XO_Wilkens> @*CO*: According to Mr. Larek, by bumping up the resonance of our own sensor telemetry, we could in theory counter-act the effects.

[21:20] <MO_daetalus> :: goes back to putting sickbay back in order

[21:20] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: The density is highest around the crash site. The debris is continually renewing the atmospheric contamination....

[21:20] <CMO_Varr> ::waits till Daetalus has moved off a bit then looks down at the Counselor::  CNS: Do you feel yourself enough to get up?

[21:20] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: To be honest, I just cant say for certain. But it is clearly having some effects!

[21:20] <CSO_Larek> @COM: SO: Use the database to check for any species who have or had access to chameleon field.

[21:20] <OPS_Zax> <Valley Forge>

[21:20] <FCO_Tim> ::as he goes into space he set the coordinates for the landing site::

[21:20] <CNS_Luchena> ::tentatively nods her head::

[21:20] <CTO_Castillo> @AT: I just hope nothing toxic was being given off from that metal, I should of been more careful. 

[21:21] <CMO_Varr> ::nods and offers his hand and arm in her getting up::

[21:21] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: Yes, one moment... ::Extracts his tricorder:: Just to be sure, I'm going to give you a quick examination.

[21:21] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: The wreckage needs to be removed....

[21:21] <FCO_Tim> ::enter the atmosphere of the planet::

[21:21] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _OPS: See what you can do about altering our sensors resonance frequency.

[21:21] <CTO_Castillo> @::nods in agreement with the XO::

[21:21] <CNS_Luchena> ::takes CMO's hand gratefully and slowly pulls herself up::

[21:21] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: Maybe you should return to the ship. There does not appear to be any threat apart from the debris

[21:21] <OPS_Zax> CO: Will do

[21:22] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: ...and soon.

[21:22] <XO_Wilkens> @EO: That probably isn't wise, Harhn, if he did contract some form of toxin, it may be contagious!

[21:22] <CMO_Varr> ::helps her into his office where they can speak with some measure of privacy::

[21:22] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO*: With the alternate resonance on the debris, do you believe our transporters can lock on it?

[21:22] <CTO_Castillo> @EO: yeah but I hate to pass up on such a thing as what we have found.

[21:22] <OPS_Zax> ::accessing resonance frequencies::

[21:22] <XO_Wilkens> <toxin>

[21:22] <CNS_Luchena> ::shakily moves into CMO's office::

[21:22] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: Why lock? Just dematerialize the area, bit by bit.

[21:23] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: so what do you suggest stay here till we figure things out then sir?

[21:23] <FCO_Tim> ::starts landing systems:: *XO*  Sir, I'm about land with the supplies!

[21:23] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: Yes, Mr. Castillo, I do. Unless you feel otherwise...?

[21:23] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO* Do you realize that would require doing the same to the atmosphere?  You did detect particles in it as well.

[21:23] <EO_Harhn> @XO: Sir, wouldn't the bio filters in the transporter system detect and remove the toxins?

[21:24] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: as long as I got my trusty Phaser Rifle I ain't scare of nothing sir!

[21:24] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: No the material is dissipating quickly in air. The wreckage keeps renewing it though.

[21:24] <XO_Wilkens> @::Every-wary of some sort of contamination threat from the CTO...:: *FCO*: Acknowledged. Touch down a few kilometers away from our 
position.

[21:24] <CNS_Luchena> ::begins to feel panicky again::

[21:24] <CMO_Varr> ::sits next to her in his second guest chair and waits till she looks ready to talk::

[21:24] <XO_Wilkens> @::Smiles wryly:: CTO: I wish I echoed your sentiments, but just the same... ::Shrugs and moves back over to the EO::

[21:24] <AGM_JohnG> ACTION: CTO Castillo's wound reopens.....and begins to bleed again

[21:24] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: And sir...this material is really quite unique. I'd like to transport it into containment on board for analysis.

[21:25] <CNS_Luchena> ::looking around in fear, her eyes come to rest on the CMO::

[21:25] <OPS_Zax> CO: The sensor frequencies have been adjusted, Sir

[21:25] <CTO_Castillo> @AT: oh no it's bleeding again>

[21:25] <CSO_Larek> @XO: We need to get Lt Castillo back to the ship sir.

[21:25] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: What?! How is that possible?

[21:25] <CMO_Varr> ::offers her a bit softer expression than he has normally, trying to put her at ease::

[21:25] <EO_Harhn> @::Moves back to the CTO and opens a med. kit::

[21:25] <CNS_Luchena> ::takes a deep breath::

[21:25] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO: Larek, I'm beginning to agree, but--What about the threat of contamination?

[21:25] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO* Understood.  ::looks at Zax::  OPS:  Get our people out of there and begin transporting that material off of the planet.  Don't bother locking on anything specific just dematerialize the general area of that crash site.

[21:26] <FCO_Tim> *XO* Of course sir! ::land the ship a few kilometers from the XO's position::

[21:26] <CNS_Luchena> CMO:  I don't know what's happening to me

[21:26] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: if I were a doctor I could tell you but I am not. ::worried look begins to show::

[21:26] <OPS_Zax> CO: Aye,Sir

[21:26] <XO_Wilkens> *CO*: Sir, this is Commander Wilkens. We have something of a... Predicament, down here...

[21:26] <XO_Wilkens> <Commander>

[21:26] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: If you don't mind, I'd like to handle the transporters. I want to save as much for analysis as I can.

[21:26] <CSO_Larek> @XO: Warn sickbay to quarantine him , but if the bleeding is not stopped it could be fatal.

[21:26] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: Are you in pain?

[21:26] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO*: Do you think you'll be able to properly store it?  I don't want what's going on down there to happen up here.

[21:27] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: beam in a containment force field highest level. EO: no I don't feel any pain just bleeding

[21:27] <XO_Wilkens> @CSO: Very well... Stand by. ::Nods to Castillo once before moving a few feet away::

[21:27] <CNS_Luchena> ::starts to hyperventilate again::

[21:27] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: I do...I've had time to practice with some samples.

[21:27] <CNS_Luchena> ::looking for an exit::

[21:27] <CMO_Varr> ::nods::  CNS: First, I want you to know that this isn't you in yourself.  And we will overcome this.  I promise you that.

[21:27] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: XO: Predicament...  Please tell me you only sprained your ankle.

[21:27] <FCO_Tim> *XO* Got her down. Where do you pick this stuff up or do I get it to you?

[21:27] <EO_Harhn> @::Harhn tears a sleeve from his jacket and places it over the CTO wound::

[21:28] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO*  Permission granted Commander.

[21:28] <CNS_Luchena> ::relaxes considering the CMO's words::

[21:28] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: Thank you. ::starts setting up the containment in the cargo bays::

[21:28] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: Hold this down firm!!!

[21:28] <CNS_Luchena> ::doesn't know how to respond to that::

[21:28] <CMO_Varr> CNS: Do we need to move somewhere a bit less confined?

[21:28] <XO_Wilkens> @*CO*: Sir, I only wish that were the case! Lieutenant Castillo has contracted some form of ailment. He cut his left leg, it's bleeding, he used a dermal regenerator... But the wound refuses to close, and Larek believes this may lead to profuse bleeding.

[21:28] <CTO_Castillo> @EO: thanks ::holding firm::

[21:29] <OPS_Zax> ::looks concerned::

[21:29] <XO_Wilkens> @*CO*: We must bring him aboard for treatment, but I recommend the whole Away Team be placed under quarantine.

[21:29] <CNS_Luchena> CMO:  No. I'm fine, thank you.  I don't know how to explain....::

[21:29] <CEO_Jamin> ::sets up the transport grid to move the debris::

[21:29] <FCO_Tim> COM: Valley Forge: I've landed. Just waiting for the XO to pick it up!

[21:30] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: keep holding that firm, I have to continue scanning this stuff.

[21:30] <XO_Wilkens> *FCO*: Stand by, Tim, for further instructions...

[21:30] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _Damn...  *CMO*: Doctor Varr, prepare for a patient in sickbay.  OPS: Get the team out of there and beam Castillo directly to sickbay.

[21:30] <FCO_Tim> *XO* Aye, aye Commander

[21:30] <CTO_Castillo> @EO: go ahead, I think I can manage thanks again.

[21:30] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: XO: Prepare for emergency transport.

[21:30] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: Stand by for transport. *CO*: And what of the rest of the AT?

[21:30] <CMO_Varr> ::takes her hand, pressing it gently between his palms:: CNS: Just use whatever comes to you.  I have all the time we nee... ::hears the CO's Comm::  d.

[21:30] <CNS_Luchena> ::Hears the com and panics again::

[21:30] <EO_Harhn> @CTO: Sure! ::Stands and walks back into the debris::

[21:30] <MO_daetalus> CMO: should I raise a quarantine field??

[21:30] <OPS_Zax> ::looks at the CO::

[21:31] * MO_daetalus thinks:  ok

[21:31] <CTO_Castillo> @::nods at the XO:: XO: make sure they put me in a containment field please.

[21:31] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: XO: Your all coming back, we are going to try and make a broad beam transport of the crash site.

[21:31] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: I'm ready here...as soon as the team is clear.

[21:31] <CMO_Varr> *MO*: Daetalus, prepare for incoming.  I will be unavailable, 
but am confident you can care for this.

[21:31] <MO_daetalus> CMO: aye sir

[21:31] <FCO_Tim> COM: Valley Forge: I've landed. Just waiting for the XO to pick it up!

[21:31] <CNS_Luchena> ::feels relief.  clutches the CMO's hand::

[21:31] <XO_Wilkens> @CTO: Consider it done... ::Clamps a hand over his shoulder:: Don't worry. ::Grins warmly::

[21:32] <XO_Wilkens> @*FCO*: Belay transport of equipment, and prepare to return to the ship.

[21:32] <OPS_Zax> ::attempting to get a transporter lock on the CTO::

[21:32] <CTO_Castillo> @XO: today is NOT a good day to die. ::holds bandage over the leg::

[21:32] <XO_Wilkens> *CO*: Standing by for transport, sir... Away Team out.

[21:32] <MO_daetalus> CMO: I’m going to raise a quarantine field over sickbay just as a precaution

[21:32] <XO_Wilkens> <@>

[21:32] <OPS_Zax> ::frowns::

[21:32] <CMO_Varr> CNS:  Sorry about that.  ::removes his badge, tossing it into his chair across the desk, then sits patiently::

[21:32] <CNS_Luchena> CMO:  I feel sometimes, most times now, completely at the mercy of feelings, instincts, primitive urges.

[21:32] <FCO_Tim> *XO* Yes sir, what's going on?

[21:32] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: FCO: Stay within the shuttle.  I want you to record and monitor the crash site while we attempt to beam the area into deep space.

[21:32] <EO_Harhn> @::Checks pattern enhancers are ready::

[21:32] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _OPS: Initiate transport.

[21:32] <XO_Wilkens> @::Nods quickly and Frustratedly at the CTO::

[21:32] <EO_Harhn> <ready>

[21:33] <MO_daetalus> :: raises level 5 quarantine field around sickbay exempting the CMOs office::

[21:33] <OPS_Zax> CO: There is some phase variance in the CTO's leg,Sir...it appears to be the wound. I'm attempting to compensate.

[21:33] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _OPS: Once they are a board...  try to beam the entire area into space.

[21:34] <FCO_Tim> COMM: CO: Aye sir, but...what's going on?

[21:34] <MO_daetalus> <delete last>

[21:34] <OPS_Zax> ::nods:: CO: Aye,Sir

[21:34] <CTO_Castillo> @::waiting for transport, and holding tightly to cut off 
circulation to my leg::

[21:34] <OPS_Zax> CO: Attempting transport now,Sir

[21:34] <CMO_Varr> CNS: What sort of primitive urges?

[21:34] [OPS_Zax SOUND]

[21:34] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::hears Zax::  *CEO* Mr. Jamin, did you have any luck in retrieving some of the material?

[21:35] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: Still working on it....

[21:35] <CNS_Luchena> CMO:  lots of things, procreation, hunting, killing....::feeling very frightened as she talks about it::

[21:35] <TO_Hull> _01CO: Sir, I have localized an area that has currents heading directly for Epsilon Eridani's Sun, within two solar days the wreckage should be incinerated

[21:35] <FCO_Tim> ::is in the shuttle wondering what the heck is going on::

[21:35] <OPS_Zax> CO: Transport of the crew is complete,Sir

[21:35] <CEO_Jamin> ::flying over the controls, running filters like mad...::

[21:36] <XO_Wilkens> ::Appears mere moments later, in Sickbay::

[21:36] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _TO: Excellent job.  Analysis of the atmosphere?

[21:36] <CEO_Jamin> ::smiles with satisfaction as the containers fill with the 
strange material::

[21:36] <CMO_Varr> ::nods:: CNS: Do these seem related to our recent experience?

[21:37] <TO_Hull> _01CO: Sir, it is really too soon to tell, holding steady at last measurements 65% planet wide

[21:37] <CTO_Castillo> ::still applying pressure, grateful to be onboard the VF::

[21:37] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: FCO: What do the shuttle's sensors show of the crash site?  Scan for the phase variance reported by Commander Wilkens.

[21:37] <XO_Wilkens> ::Approaches a nearby bio-bed, easing Castillo onto it::

[21:37] <MO_daetalus> :: raises level 5 quarantine field around sickbay exempting the CMOs office::

[21:37] <CSO_Larek> ::materializes in sickbay::

[21:37] <MO_daetalus> ::walks over and begins to scan the CTOs wound::

[21:37] <XO_Wilkens> ::Watches as the rest of the Away Team materializes beside him::

[21:38] <EO_Harhn> ::Materialize in sickbay behind quarantine field::

[21:38] <CTO_Castillo> XO: sir I am still losing blood here and feeling weak ...sir.

[21:38] <CEO_Jamin> *CO*: Sir, got it. Filled two cargo bays! ::smiles broadly::

[21:38] <CNS_Luchena> ::carefully considers the question::  CMO:  Maybe, perhaps, but...::notices activity in sickbay::

[21:38] <XO_Wilkens> @::Nods, gently pushing him against the small bed::

[21:38] <FCO_Tim> COMM: CO: Nothing sir. All clear. But I'm scanning the XO variance now sir!

[21:38] <XO_Wilkens> </@>

[21:39] <CTO_Castillo> ::giving way to the XO's push and trying to lay still, as sweat begins to form on my forehead::

[21:39] <CNS_Luchena> CMO:  Please, help me.  Its getting worse, stronger.

[21:39] <OPS_Zax> CO: All crew members are successfully quarantined,Sir

[21:39] <XO_Wilkens> ::Draws his tricorder, scanning Castillo's wound::

[21:39] <CEO_Jamin> ::starts jotting notes for a research paper on this strange stuff::

[21:39] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*CEO*:  I think Starfleet will want to have a look at it when we get back.  Great work Mr. Jamin.  Vn'dor out.  ::taps his badge::

[21:39] <CSO_Larek> ::takes a dermal regenerator, working on Castillo's leg::

[21:39] <XO_Wilkens> ::Grabs a dermal re-generator and flicks it on, the small beam casting over the CTO's wound::

[21:40] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _OPS:  Thank you Lieutenant.  You have the bridge.  ::gets up and heads for the TL::

[21:40] <CTO_Castillo> ::eyes begin to flicker, feeling sleepy::

[21:40] <CEO_Jamin> SELF: And I want to take a look at it right now....

[21:40] <FCO_Tim> COMM: CO: Nothing sir. All clear. But I'm scanning the XO variance now sir!

[21:40] <OPS_Zax> CO: Aye,Sir

[21:40] <CMO_Varr> ::follows the Luna's line of sight, and sees that, once again, Sickbay has become the center of activity::  CNS:  You can be sure that I will not rest till we have helped you to surmount this challenge.

[21:40] <EO_Harhn> XO: So what now sir?

[21:40] <XO_Wilkens> CSO: Get me 20cc's of dimedalyne!

[21:41] <CNS_Luchena> CMO:  I don't know how to stop it.  I can't keep in control.

[21:41] <CSO_Larek> ::loads the hypo, hands it to Cmdr Wilkins::

[21:41] <XO_Wilkens> ::Grabs a trioxide respiratory stimulant, applying it to Castillo's shoulder::

[21:41] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::enters sickbay::

[21:41] <CTO_Castillo> ::in a slight daze::XO: you never told me you were a doctor...

[21:41] <CEO_Jamin> ::has fun reading the internal sensors in the cargo bays::

[21:41] <XO_Wilkens> ::Nods his thanks to Larek, applying the second hypospray to the CTO as well::

[21:41] <MO_daetalus> :: scans the CTOs leg with a medical tricorder::

[21:42] <FCO_Tim> COMM:OPS: I'm reporting negative sensor sweeps. I can't find anyone or anything. Standing-by for further orders.

[21:42] <CNS_Luchena> ::sees CO enter sickbay.  Is about to lose it again::

[21:42] <XO_Wilkens> ::Grins just slightly, sweat beading on his forehead:: CTO: You never asked...

[21:42] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::moves over towards Varr::  CMO: How is he Doctor?

[21:42] <CMO_Varr> ::considers::  CNS:  I think there might be a temporary solution, but I will only apply it if you agree to it.

[21:42] <XO_Wilkens> CTO: Ensign Thomas Wilkens, Medical Officer, USS Titan... Of course, that was a while ago!

[21:42] <CSO_Larek> XO: May have to do this, what do you humans say? The Old fashion Way?

[21:42] <MO_daetalus> CMO: it appears that the wound was made by an object that was .04 out of variance

[21:42] <CTO_Castillo> ::falling into unconsciousness from the lost blood:: XO:I'll try and ... rem..ember that, sir...

[21:43] <XO_Wilkens> ::Sighs heavily, scanning the CTO's wounds again:: CSO: Unfortunately, yes.

[21:43] <OPS_Zax> ::taps a button:: Comm:FCO: Stand by

[21:43] <CNS_Luchena> ::pulls her attention back to the CMO:  CMO:  Anything, please.

[21:43] <XO_Wilkens> CSO: Damn! Another 20cc's!

[21:43] <OPS_Zax> <stand>

[21:43] <XO_Wilkens> <Another>

[21:43] <MO_daetalus> CMO: that is why the wound wont heal conventionally

[21:43] <EO_Harhn> ::Gets out of everyone's way::

[21:43] <CSO_Larek> ::hands Wilkins the Hypo::

[21:43] <FCO_Tim> COMM: OPS: Aye Lieutenant!

[21:43] <XO_Wilkens> CSO/EO: He's losing consciousness...

[21:43] <CMO_Varr> ::looks at the CO through the field erected outside his door::  CO: I really do not know as yet.  You will need to speak with Dr. Daetalus.  He is our best Emergency Doctor, and is the one working with him.

[21:43] <CSO_Larek> ::goes to prepare a needle and heavy gauge thread::

[21:43] <OPS_Zax> *CO*: The FCO reports all sweeps are negative...he'd like further orders,Sir?

[21:43] <EO_Harhn> XO: What can I do to help?

[21:44] <XO_Wilkens> ::Applies it as well:: CTO: Focus on my words, hang in there! Focus on the here and now! ::Grips his shoulder, vividly shaking him::

[21:44] <CTO_Castillo> ::feels the drifting away:: Father ... fa..ther ...

[21:44] <CNS_Luchena> ::is eternally grateful to the CMO::

[21:44] <XO_Wilkens> ::Self: Damn!::

[21:44] <CSO_Larek> All: Quickly, what is his blood type.

[21:44] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::nods and notices the Counselor::  CNS: What happened here?  ::pointing to the Counselor::

[21:44] <XO_Wilkens> ::Grabs an elesdatrine stimulant, keeping it ready::

[21:44] <MO_daetalus> :: pulls file:: CSO: O sir

[21:44] <EO_Harhn> CSO: No idea sir!

[21:44] <FCO_Tim> ::still in the shuttle all by his lone-some::

[21:44] <CNS_Luchena> ::leaps from her chair and backs against a wall::

[21:44] <MO_daetalus> <edit: O type sir>

[21:45] <XO_Wilkens> CSO: Cross-reference his damn file! ::Immediately regrets his word, busying himself with his tricorder::

[21:45] <XO_Wilkens> <Immediately>

[21:45] <XO_Wilkens> EO: I think I've got something!

[21:45] <EO_Harhn> XO: Sir?

[21:45] <CTO_Castillo> ::semi conscious from the shaking:: XO: sir what's with the earth tremors ... is the ship safe sir?

[21:45] <CSO_Larek> XO: Yes sir.::goes to a console::

[21:45] <CEO_Jamin> SELF: That's interesting... ::jots another note::

[21:45] <CMO_Varr> ::hesitates:: CO: This falls under patient doctor confidentiality sir.  I will of course inform you of anything I deem relevant to 
her performance on board the ship. ::making it clear he feels it's none of the Captain's business, and he will probably not learn anything about this strange situation::

[21:45] <XO_Wilkens> CSO/EO: Get me a regeneration unit, adapt it to .04 phaser variance!

[21:45] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*OPS*: Bring him home Lieutenant.  You may want to contact the Council President and tell him we believe we have solved his problem.

[21:46] <OPS_Zax> *CO*: Aye,Sir

[21:46] <CMO_Varr> CO: Now if you will excuse me.

[21:46] <CSO_Larek> ::sets the regeneration unit and hands it to the XO::

[21:46] <EO_Harhn> ::Grabs a regenerator and adjusts to point zero four::

[21:46] <XO_Wilkens> ::Eagerly snaps his fingers, motioning for them to get it stat::

[21:46] <CNS_Luchena> ::still up against the wall::

[21:46] <XO_Wilkens> ::Gratefully accepts it, again, waving it over the CTO's wound and applying the final ample from his hypospray::

[21:46] <XO_Wilkens> <hypospray>

[21:46] <TO_Hull> *CO*: Sir, sensors show a marginal increase of oxygen in the planet's atmosphere

[21:46] <CTO_Castillo> ::fading away as eyes begin to roll back::

[21:47] <XO_Wilkens> CTO: Argh! Stay with me, Lieutenant--That's... An order!

[21:47] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _CMO:  I believe it may Doctor...  affect the day to day operations of my ship.  I was trying to talk to you the other day about an 
unauthorized crewmember entering the Jeffries Tubes...  ::looks at the doctor in the eye::

[21:47] <OPS_Zax> COMM:FCO:Report back the ship,Lt.

[21:47] <CNS_Luchena> ::feels an overwhelming urge to attack the CO::

[21:47] <FCO_Tim> COMM: OPS: Of course. I'll be home soon, Stricker out!

[21:47] <OPS_Zax> ::looks at the TO::

[21:47] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _<doctor>

[21:47] <XO_Wilkens> ::Grips his shoulder, waving the small regeneration unit 
over his wound again::

[21:47] <FCO_Tim> <soon>

[21:47] <CTO_Castillo> ::fading in and out:: XO: sir, where ... are ... we...?

[21:48] <CEO_Jamin> ::adds some commentary to his report::

[21:48] <XO_Wilkens> CTO: You're here! In Sickbay, don't worry! I've got 
things... I've got everything under control!

[21:48] <OPS_Zax> Ensign: Open up a comm signal to the Council President,Ensign

[21:48] <CMO_Varr> CO: Whatever it is, sir, It will have to wait.  Your injured man is over that direction ::pointing toward the bustling activity, then turns without waiting for an answer::

[21:48] <OPS_Zax> <TO>

[21:48] <CNS_Luchena> ::starts to growl low in her throat::

[21:48] <XO_Wilkens> ::Glances quickly at his tricorder, confirming his readings::

[21:48] <Council> COM: Valley Forge: Valley Forge, this is President Greer, Our Defense Command has informed me that you have transported the wreckage off the planet, we are showing negligible increases in oxygen already

[21:48] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _CMO: ...but we will talk about this again and turns to face the MO::  MO: Doctor uh....  Doctor?  How is the CTO?

[21:48] <FCO_Tim> ::start up take off shuttle systems, takes it up and into space, set course for the Valley Forge::

[21:49] <CTO_Castillo> ::still fading:: XO: sir I am ... not ... worried ... ::breathing shallowly::

[21:49] <CEO_Jamin> ::thinks of something really clever to say to the researchers and starts to enter it::

[21:49] <CMO_Varr> ::move slowly toward Luna, sitting low against the far wall, obscuring her view of the world outside the office before sitting down on the floor next to her::

[21:49] <MO_daetalus> CO: it would appear that the XO has done an excellent job at doing my job sir

[21:49] <Council> ACTION: CTO Castillo stabilizes.....the wound begins to close again

[21:49] <XO_Wilkens> CSO: Get me a fluorocarbon skin graft unit!

[21:49] <CTO_Castillo> ::finally begins to get over the hangover::

[21:49] <CNS_Luchena> ::relaxes.  Looks at the CMO::

[21:49] <OPS_Zax> COM: Council President: You should see a change shortly,Sir.Please bear with us

[21:50] <CSO_Larek> ::hands Wilkins the unit::

[21:50] <FCO_Tim> :;the shuttle enter the Valley Forge's shuttlebay, engages landing systems and lands the shuttle::

[21:50] <XO_Wilkens> ::Snaps the unit into the ready-phase and applies it to the wound, his hands shaking, fumbling excitedly::

[21:50] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::nods::  MO: Well, before I met the Commander, he had a fine record as an MO on another ship.  That's a multi-talented man in there.  ::pointing to the XO::

[21:50] <MO_daetalus> CO: it appears that he will recover soon , sir

[21:50] <MO_daetalus> CO: I believe that as well sir

[21:50] <XO_Wilkens> CSO/EO: I've stabilized his life readings!

[21:51] <EO_Harhn> XO: Job well done sir!!1

[21:51] <CTO_Castillo> ::looking at the XO with the hypodermics:: XO: all that for lil' ol' me?

[21:51] <XO_Wilkens> ::Stands back in relief, dabbing at the sweat coating his duty jacket::

[21:51] <XO_Wilkens> CTO: That's... Affirmative, Lieutenant...

[21:51] <CNS_Luchena> ::looks pleadingly at the CMO::

[21:51] <CMO_Varr> ::offering his hands:: CNS: Here.  Take my hands.

[21:51] <CSO_Larek> XO: Indeed.

[21:51] <FCO_Tim> ::walks out of the shuttle, takes badge:: *OPS* I'm in the SB and safe. I'm on my way to the bridge!

[21:51] <CNS_Luchena> ::takes CMO's hands.  Feels a little better::

[21:51] <CTO_Castillo> ::looking weary but stable finally::XO: I told you today was not a good day to die. :: smiles::

[21:51] <FCO_Tim> <shuttlebay>

[21:52] <XO_Wilkens> ::Places his hand on Castillo's shoulder again:: CTO: That you did... ::Smiles:: Try and save your strength!

[21:52] <XO_Wilkens> CSO: I believe it is now safe to lower the forcefields?

[21:52] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::moves toward the sealed area::  XO: Commander, your prognosis?

[21:52] <CTO_Castillo> XO: no problem sir.

[21:52] <XO_Wilkens> ::Steps back another step, tossing his tricorder onto a nearby tray of medical instruments::

[21:52] <Council> COM: VF: IF you could have your Captain contact me when he is not busy, perhaps he could put those satellites to work, if just to have a show for the population?

[21:53] <FCO_Tim> :;exits the shuttlebay and to the nearest TL:: TL: Bridge!

[21:53] <MO_daetalus> :: begins a sweep for toxins before the fields can be lowered::

[21:53] <XO_Wilkens> CO: Sir--I've managed to stabilize his readings! Within the hour, he'll be on his feet, and hopefully back on duty!

[21:53] <CMO_Varr> ::looks deep into her eyes grabbing her attention completely::  CNS: Now I want to you relax.  Breathe deeply.  Just listen to your heartbeat for a while.

[21:53] <OPS_Zax> COM:Council: Will do,Sir. He'll be contacting you shortly

[21:53] <XO_Wilkens> ::Face falls for just a moment, grim lines of frustration etched into his face:: CO: And the planet?

[21:53] <CSO_Larek> XO: I don't not detect any immediate danger sir.

[21:53] <CTO_Castillo> EO: did we save the planet? and did you manage to make heads or tails out of the specimens you collected?

[21:53] <CNS_Luchena> ::follows CMO's instructions.  Relaxes completely::

[21:54] <XO_Wilkens> CSO: Very well, with the MO's authorization, lower the fields.

[21:54] <MO_daetalus> :: notices none and also checks for the phase variances as well and finds none

[21:54] <FCO_Tim> ::exits bridge and sits at the conn:: OPS: I could not deliver the cargo. Where's the CO?

[21:54] <EO_Harhn> CTO: the planet should recover, but the wreckage will need further study!

[21:54] <OPS_Zax> *FCO*: Report to your station,Lt.

[21:54] <Council> ACTION: CTO Castillo will make a quick recovery

[21:54] <XO_Wilkens> ::Fumbles with his then-shaking hands, wiping at his face::

[21:54] <CSO_Larek> MO: Please scan for any contaminants and lower the containment field if clear.

[21:54] <MO_daetalus> CSO: I find no toxins or other phase variances::

[21:54] <CMO_Varr> ::speaking in a low voice::  CNS:  Now I want you to relax further.  Allow your mental shields to drop, so that you can feel me through your hands.

[21:54] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _XO:  The planet...  I believe we have saved it Commander.  We did a broad-beam transport of the crash site and we seemed to have got it all.  ::smiles:: Good job down there T.J.

[21:54] <CTO_Castillo> EO: did they figure out how to get a tracking of it on sensors?

[21:55] <MO_daetalus> :: lower containment field::

[21:55] <FCO_Tim> OPS: I'm on the bridge. Where is the CO?

[21:55] <CNS_Luchena> ::listening to her heartbeat, slowing down, down, down::

[21:55] <EO_Harhn> ::Walks over to the XO and extends a hand:: XO: Good job sir!

[21:55] <CNS_Luchena> ::opens her mind to the CMO::

[21:55] <XO_Wilkens> ::Nods:: CO: Thank you, sir... All in  day's work? ::Smiles weakly:: Not too bad yourself, sir!

[21:55] <MO_daetalus> XO: good job sir:: walks over and shakes his hand::

[21:55] <XO_Wilkens> <a day's work>

[21:55] <EO_Harhn> CTO: I believe so. That is how they have managed to make slight improvements

[21:56] <CEO_Jamin> ::finishes the clever line and starts forming another::

[21:56] <XO_Wilkens> ::Gratefully acknowledges both the EO and MO, shaking their hands::

[21:56] <FCO_Tim> OPS: I need to talk to the CO. Where is he?

[21:56] <OPS_Zax> ::raises a brow:: FCO: The CO is a little busy right now. Send your report to his PADD.

[21:56] <XO_Wilkens> ::Feels a wave of accomplishment splash over him::

[21:56] <CMO_Varr> ::focuses on her, feeling her mind through the physical contact, and slowly feels her mind open to him::  CNS:  That's good.  Now I don't want to do anything for a bit, but breathe slowly, in and out.

[21:56] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::nods with a tight grin::  XO: Well, I can see all is in good hands down here, I'll be on the bridge if you need me.  ::turns and exits sickbay::

[21:56] <EO_Harhn> XO: Commander, may I be excused? I would like to get back to ME!

[21:56] <CTO_Castillo> XO: remind me to buy you a drink upon my full recovery for saving my life sir. 

[21:57] <CNS_Luchena> ::breaths slowly, completely relaxed and at peace::

[21:57] <FCO_Tim> ::takes the PADD from the OPS:: OPS: Thanks Lieutenant. Thanks very much.

[21:57] <XO_Wilkens> EO: Of course, Harhn, don't forget to file a report as to our discoveries on the planet...

[21:57] <OPS_Zax> ::softens:: FCO: He'll be here shortly, Lt.

[21:57] <EO_Harhn> XO: Aye sir.

[21:57] <XO_Wilkens> ::Nods, happily acknowledging the Captain:: CO: Thank you, sir.

[21:57] <XO_Wilkens> CTO: I just may take you up on that, Eric!

[21:57] <EO_Harhn> CTO: Take care. I will see you later!

[21:57] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::enters the bridge::  OPS: Anything to report Lieutenant?

[21:57] <FCO_Tim> OPS: Understood.

[21:57] <CMO_Varr> ::expands his mind empathaticly, the way his mother had described, till he is experiencing the counselors emotions::

[21:58] <CSO_Larek> ::exits and heads to the bridge::

[21:58] <CTO_Castillo> EO: thanks see ya later.

[21:58] <EO_Harhn> ::Leaves sickbay and heads to TL:: TL: deck 33

[21:58] <CNS_Luchena> ::feels complete acceptance and trust for the CMO::

[21:58] <OPS_Zax> ::stands:: CO: Aye,Sir. The Council President is requesting you contact him,Sir. And Lt. Stricker has a report for you,Sir

[21:58] <XO_Wilkens> ::Exits Sickbay, approaching the nearest TL::

[21:59] <CNS_Luchena> ::wild thoughts fight to break through::

[21:59] <MO_daetalus> :: goes over the procedures in the treating of the CTO::

[21:59] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _::takes his seat:: OPS: Acknowledged.  Open a Comm to the surface.

[21:59] <CMO_Varr> ::suddenly feels... a bit of strangeness, hovering at the edge of her/his/their mind..  Something not of her, and not his... Something other::

[21:59] <FCO_Tim> *CO* I got something sir. I couldn't deliver the cargo to the away team. I apologize.

[21:59] <Council> ACTION: The Main viewer comes to life

[21:59] <OPS_Zax> ::sits at her console:: CO: Aye,Sir

[21:59] <CSO_Larek> ::arrives on the bridge::

[21:59] <CTO_Castillo> MO: I hope I don't have to stay in here to long I do have 
tons of paperwork to get to. ::smiles

[21:59] <CTO_Castillo> ::

[21:59] <OPS_Zax> ::taps console::

[21:59] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _FCO: No apologies needed Lieutenant.  The equipment wasn't needed after all.  ::smiles::

[22:00] <XO_Wilkens> ::Steps onto the Bridge, approaching his position beside the Captain::

[22:00] <EO_Harhn> ::Exits TL and enters ME. Seeing the CEO and walking over to him:: CEO: Sir, reporting back. Have you found anything new?

[22:00] <CNS_Luchena> ::now notices the other as well.  Feels fear::

[22:00] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: President Greer: Mr. President.  I am pleased to announce we have solved your little problem.

[22:00] <FCO_Tim> ::smiles lightly:: CO: Aye sir. Any orders?

[22:00] <MO_daetalus> :: puts all the procedures that were used into the CTOs medical file::

[22:00] <Council> COM:VF: Ahh, Captain Vn'dor, I would like to extend our thanks to you and your ship for the outstanding work you have done.......

[22:00] <CEO_Jamin> ::grins:: EO: Just my life's work....I could spend YEARS analyzing this stuff.

[22:00] <CSO_Larek> ::sits at SCI I station::

[22:01] <EO_Harhn> CEO: Any idea what it is or where it came from?

[22:01] <CMO_Varr> :;pressing it aside as best he can, he presents himself to her as a rock, a crag for her to take refuge upon, away from the other, offering his detached rationality as a stabilizing influence, then waits, to see how she responds::

[22:01] <OPS_Zax> ::looks up as the XO enters the bridge::

[22:01] <CEO_Jamin> EO: None. But it's interesting....

[22:01] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: President:  We accept your thanks.  Are you free for dinner tonight sir... aboard the Valley Forge that is.  You and your family are most welcome...?

[22:01] <MO_daetalus> :: hears a faint ringing in his mind::

[22:01] <CNS_Luchena> ::takes refuge on the rock::

[22:02] <Council> _01_COM: VF: Ambassador Healy has returned to the planet.........and I was wondering if you could activate those satellites just to make a show for the population, it would have a calming affect

[22:02] <EO_Harhn> CEO: Sure is. I think I can imagine some basic function for something, but that is really just speculation

[22:02] <CNS_Luchena> starts to feel in control again::

[22:02] <FCO_Tim> ::still sitting at the conn::

[22:02] <CTO_Castillo> ::relaxes on the biobed, wondering what does a Lt. JG have to do to get some food around here::

[22:02] <CEO_Jamin> EO: Really? I'd like to hear it... ::poised to enter the data::

[22:02] <OPS_Zax> :;looking at the screen::

[22:02] <CNS_Luchena> ::looks CMO in the eyes, grateful for his help::

[22:03] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: President:  I think we may be able to manage that sir.  ::turns to Ops and makes a short motion with his hand::  Consider it done.

[22:03] <CMO_Varr> ::holds her there, covering her with his mind until her sea of emotions begins to lose it's rage::

[22:03] <OPS_Zax> ::cuts the sound::

[22:03] <FCO_Tim> ::still sitting at the conn::

[22:03] <EO_Harhn> ::Pointing to a piece of debris:: CEO: Like this for example, it looks kind of like a power junction

[22:03] <CTO_Castillo> MO: can I leave now to resume my post?

[22:03] <CNS_Luchena> ::feels safe at last::

[22:03] <OPS_Zax> ::looks at the CO::

[22:04] <CEO_Jamin> EO: So you're suggesting it was a ship of sorts? I'd already decided that....

[22:04] <Ambsdr> _01_COM: VF: Captain Vn'dor, this is Ambassador Healy, Thank you for your rescue, and I have already sent a subspace message to Starfleet Command commending you and your crew with a job well done, safe journey home Sir!

[22:04] <MO_daetalus> :: completes the final checks:: CTO: not now, you need your rest

[22:04] <EO_Harhn> CEO: Either a ship or satellite. But definitely not a natural occurrence.

[22:04] <CNS_Luchena> :: sighs::

[22:04] <MO_daetalus> CTO: return to your quarters for now sir

[22:04] <FCO_Tim> ::still sitting at the conn::

[22:04] <CNS_Luchena> ::gently squeezes CMO's hands::

[22:05] <MO_daetalus> *CO*: the CTO will not be returning to his post

[22:05] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _COMM: Ambassador:  Thanks are not needed sir.  It's all in a days work for this crew sir.  Captain Vn'dor out.

[22:05] <CTO_Castillo> MO: just what the doctor ordered huh? you got it. it will be nice to catch up on some sleep for once. ::gives a yarn and heads out to his quarters::

[22:05] <XO_Wilkens> ::Nods in satisfaction at the image of the Ambassador as it winks from sight::

[22:05] <CSO_Larek> ::at his station, going over data::

[22:05] <EO_Harhn> CEO: What do you think, sir?

[22:05] <OPS_Zax> CO: Satellites operational,Sir

[22:05] <CMO_Varr> ::slowly withdraws, leaving in her mind a piece of himself, before returning to his own mind, then accepts the squeeze with a reserved smile::  CNS: As I said, this is only temporary.  We have yet to determine the cause.

[22:05] <MO_daetalus> CTO: return to your quarters for now and get some rest :: grins::

[22:05] <FCO_Tim> ::still sitting at the conn::

[22:06] <CO_Vn`dor_Phail> _*MO*:  Wounds too severe?

[22:06] <CEO_Jamin> EO: You're absolutely right. But I'm more interested in HOW it was made.

[22:06] <CNS_Luchena> ::wants to give the CMO a hug, but nods instead::

[22:06] <CTO_Castillo> ::heads out of SB and to the TL::

[22:06] <TO_Hull> CO: Sir, I've extrapolated the trail of the selenium, and it came from outside the Federation

[22:06] <EO_Harhn> CEO: Not just how sir, but who????

[22:06] <CEO_Jamin> EO: Indeed.... ::enters some more analysis::

[22:06] <MO_daetalus> *CO*: no sir, its just that he might exhibit weakness and may be unable to function properly at his post sir

[22:06] <FCO_Tim> ::wonder if the CO has any orders for him::

[22:07] <CTO_Castillo> ::finally reaches his quarters and slips out of uniform into his sleep attire and goes to bed::

[22:07] <AGM_JohnG> <<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission ACTD: Errand of Mercy>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

[22:07] <MO_daetalus> *CO*: I believe that he will be able to return tomorrow sir

[22:07] <CTO_Castillo> ::wondering about the cut, falls a sleep::

[22:07] <AGM_JohnG> <<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission ACTD: Errand of Mercy>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

[22:07] <AGM_JohnG> <<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission ACTD: Errand of Mercy>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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